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Abstract: 

Ni/Graphite nanocomposite with different compositions were synthesized by a physico-chemical technique. When we 

applied t h i s  e l e c t r o d e  to detect   glucose, sho wed  l o w  operating potential, high sensitivity, and fast 

response time (< 3 s) compared with other N i -based electrodes. 
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INTRODUCTION:

The electrochemical glucose sensors for controlling 

blood sugar and food industry is very important. [1] 

This technique is better than spectrophotometric 

techniques because glucose has no chromophoric 

and fluorophoric ligands. [2] 

A lot of attention paid for electrochemical 

enzymatic glucose sensors because of its high 

sensitivity and selectivity, but they lack the stability. 

So, we concern to non-enzymatic electrochemical 

glucose sensors because of its high sensing for 

glucose oxidation as electrocatalyst. 

A lot of transition metals electrocatalysts are active 

towards the electrochemical oxidation of glucose but 

at high polarization. [3-8] As a result, there are much 

more concerning on the fabrication of modified 

electrodes with low operating potential by enhancing 

electron transfer kinetics. 

The multivalent modified electrodes were suggested   

to be responsible for the   mechanism of glucose 

electrochemical oxidation [9]. Transition metal 

complexes, including the various transition metal 

hexacyanoferrate modified electrodes, are efficient 

electrocatalysts for anodic oxidation of glucose, 

giving enhanced stability towards the target analyte, 

with low detection limits and wide analytical ranges 

achievable [10–15]. In this area problems from the 

instability of modified electrodes are evident and 

limit widespread implementation.   

In this paper, Ni/Graphite nanocomposite with 

different compositions were synthesized by a physico-

chemical technique. Moreover, such prepared 

nickel modified electrode is shown to be a good 

nonenzymatic sensor for the electrocatalytic 

oxidation of glucose in alkaline solutions. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES: 

Preparation of Foliated (nanosheets) Graphite 

1 gm exfoliated graphite was mixed and saturated 

with 400 ml alcohol solution consisting of alcohol 

and distilled water with a ratio of 68:32 for 24 h. 

Then the mixture was subjected to ultrasonic 

irradiation with a power 400 watt for 24 h. After 24 h 

of sonication, exfoliated graphite particles were 

effectively fragmented into foliated (nanosheets) 

graphite. The foliated graphite dispersion was then 

filtered and dried at 100 0C to remove residual 

solvents. The as-prepared foliated graphite powder, 

we called graphite nanosheets. 

 

 

 

 

Preparation of Nickel nanoparticles 

Nickel nano-particles was prepared by using sol-gel 

technique and reduced by using hydrazine, the 

prepared nickel nano-particles is shown in Fig.(1). 

 

Preparation of nanoconducting composites 

The conducting fillers utilized here are composed of 

graphite nanosheets (thickness: 30-50 nm, diameter: 

10-30 mm) with a average thickness of about 40 nm 

(the number of sheets in the platelets is 100) and a 

mean diameter of roughly 20 mm and Ni with an 

average particles size of 12 nm. First, mixtures of as 

prepared graphite nanosheets with conducting nickel 

nanoparticles with various ratios wt% were grinding 

together in a grinding machine for 1 h. Then the 

mixture transfers to a hot press at 40 KN/m2 at 

temperature of 180 0C for 30 min. Several batches of 

Ni/graphite weight ratios were considered: 80:20, 

60:40, and 50:50 respectively. 

 

Characterization 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs 

and energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) spectra 

were obtained with a JEOL JSM 6400 scanning 

electron microscope equipped with a Link analytical 

system. The electron energy used was 15 keV. The 

specimens were coated with carbon using a vacuum 

evaporator (JEOL, GEE 500).  

 

Electrochemical measurements 

Electrochemical studies were conducted in a two-

compartment, three-electrode glass cell using a 

Wenking PGS95 electrochemical potentioglvanostat. 

A Ag/AgCl electrode saturated with KCl was used as 

the reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter 

electrode. To prepare a catalyst-coated electrode, 4 

µL of the colloidal suspension in hexane was spin-

coated on a polished glassy carbon (GC) electrode 

(diameter 5 mm). The electrochemical measurements 

were performed in 0.1 M NaOH solution. All 

electrolyte solutions were prepared using water 

purified by a de-ionized water. All of the 

electrochemical evaluations were conducted at room 

temperature (23 ± 1 oC). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

Network Structure Observation of 

Nanocomposites 

SEM observations from cross-sections of foliated 

graphite's were performed to understand the 

microstructure occur during intercalation. Fig. (2a, b) 

shows the SEM image of foliated graphite nanosheets 

with different magnification prepared upon 24 h 

ultrasonic irradiation. Clearly, exfoliated graphite 

worms have been completely torn into foliated sheets 
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of 5–20 micrometer in diameter and 30–80 nm in 

thickness, named graphite nanosheets. Image analysis 

calculation results based on 50 graphite nanosheets 

showed that the average sheet diameter is 

approximately 8 micrometers. The average thickness 

of the nanosheets was estimated to be about 40 nm, 

based on the values of 50 graphite sheets. The 

powder has an apparent density of about 0.015 g/cm3, 

much lower than the mass density of the original 

natural flake graphite, which is 2.2 g/cm3 [16]. SEM 

micrograph of Ni/GN nanocomposite is shown in Fig. 

(2c) for GN20 sample.  

Fig. (2d) shows the EDX pattern recorded for GN 

nanoparticles. The strong peaks for graphite and 

nickel were noted in the spectrum. No other 

impurities such as sulfur, nitrogen were detected 

confirming the high purity of graphite nanosheets. 

The elemental analysis was carried out for graphite 

and nickel, the average atomic percentages of G:Ni 

was 80:20, consistent with the elemental 

stoichiometric ratio of starting materials. 

Electrochemical Measurements 

Fig.3 shows the electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose 

in 0.1 M NaOH on nickel and Ni/GN modified glassy 

carbon electrode. The Ni/GN modified glassy carbon 

shows good behavior towards electrocatlytic 

oxidation of glucose than Ni where the anodic peak 

current increases and shifts to more negative 

potential. The proposed mechanism is the 

d e p r o t o n a t i o n  of glucose and isomerization 

to its diol form followed by adsorption onto the 

electrode surface.  It is considered that the 

transform between Ni(II) and Ni(III) on 

electrode surface during the positive p o ten t i a l  

scan plays an important role   during   the   

oxidation of glucose   which offers active 

intermediate for charge t ransfer , and finally 

achieves the electrocatalyic oxidation. [17]  

Fig. 4 shows The concentration dependence of the 

oxidative current density of glucose in 0.1 M 

NaOH solution at Ni/GN modified glassy carbon 

electrode. The current density of the  

electrocatalytic  peaks  increased with  increasing  

the  concentration of glucose  and  the  peak  

current density  showed  linear  response  to the 

glucose  concentration. Obviously, the Ni/GN 

modified glassy carbon electrode shows good 

response to various   concentrations  of  glucose   

and   the   current  response  almost  unchanged 

after  successive  scanning,  suggesting  the  high  

stability  of the  Nano composite film to  the  

oxidation of glucose in alkaline media. 

Fig. 5 illustrates current-time  response on  the  

Ni/GN modified glassy carbon  electrode with  

successive  addition of 0.1 mM  glucose.  The  nano 

composite electrode reached 95 %  of the  steady-

state current within 3s, which is faster  than  those  

of 5 s [18, 19],  demonstrating  a  fast  current 

response  of  the  electrode towards   glucose  

oxidation.  

Fig. 6 showed  the  calibration curve  of different 

concentrations of glucose on the Ni/GN modified 

glassy carbon electrode. Linear currents were  

obtained in  the  glucose concentration range  of 1.0   

x 10-6 M to 5.0 x 10-4 M. The lowest detected 

concentration  glucose  of glucose  was 5.0 x 10-7 M. 

The current response  of  this  sensor   reached 

699.4499 mA mM-1 cm-2, which  is much  enhanced 

than  that  of  other   enzymeless  sensor   based   on  

Ni- based  electrode [19] . 

CONCLUSIONS: 

We have successfully  fabricated a novel nano 

composite to  construct an enzymeless glucose  

sensors.  The synthesized elec- trode   has  strong  

and  sensitive   current  response to  glucose.  The  

optimum potential of  the  sensor  is  at  0.40 V 

, the response time is about 3-8 s. .  This  work  

provides   a  low  cost  and  simply  controlled  

nano composite for  nonenzymatic glucose  sensor  

fabrication. 
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Fig. (1) The synthesized Nickel nano-particles. 
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Fig. (2): SEM images of:   

       (a,b) foliated graphite sheets prepared upon 24 h ultrasonic    

                irradiation with different magnification,  

        (c)    SEM image of GN20 sample; and   

        (d)     EDX pattern recorded for GN nanoparticles. 
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Fig. 3 Linear sweep of (a) Ni and (b) Ni/GN modified glassy carbon electrode in the presence of 0.001 M 

glucose  in 0.1 M NaOH solution.  Scan rate: 100 mV s -1. 
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Fig. 4 Glucose concentration dependence of the voltammetric response of the Ni/GN modified 

glassy carbon in 0.1 M NaOH solution  at 100 mV s-1. (a) 0 mM (b) 0.2 mM (c) 0.4 mM (d) 0.6 mM (e) 

0 . 8  m M  ( f )  1  m M  the concentration of glucose. Inset  shows the plot of the oxidative  peak  

current density  with the glucose concentration. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Current–time response on the Ni/GN modified glassy carbon  electrode in the presence of 0.1 

mM glucose  into  0.1 M NaOH solution  at 0.40 V. 
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Fig. 6 Calibration curve  of glucose  on the  Ni/GN modified glassy carbon electrode. 

 

 

 

 

 


